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Ocean States
2021-09-27

this is the first comprehensive study on archipelagic regimes published since the adoption of the united nations
convention on the law of the sea in 1982 the book traces the historical evolution of the archipelagic concept in
international law and examines the definition of archipelagos and archipelagic states the nature status and
regime of the waters of different types of archipelagos is examined and analysed from the perspective of
archipelagic states and is based on the requirement of such states for territorial integrity and self determination
the book introduces the concept of ocean states and links ocean states with the archipelagic concept the
archipelagic concept is viewed as a practical as well as a functional basis for the determination of the territorial
limits of ocean states

The Law of Territorial Waters of Mid-Ocean Archipelagos and
Archipelagic States
2013-12-01

it is a truism that the increasingly rapid movement in technology is forcing change and shift in the norms of
international law the 149 states of the law of the sea conferences of the united nations have been attempting to
establish and develop adequate legal norms that will take into account the need for the orderly growth and use
of the changing technological capabilities and the resulting economic development that cannot and should not
be hindered by in adequate law when such norms are identified and agreed by a substantial majority of states
they are usually set out and placed into multilateral treaties the rules governing the resource and non resource
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allocation of the oceans and the uses ofthe oceans have posed major difficulties for the development of
international law for many years the geneva conference of 1958 building upon the groundwork of the
international law commission of the united nations shaped a rough structure for a 20th century law of the seas
and for mulated the effort in four major international conventions but a majority of the states failed to ratify or
accede to the conventions even had they become effec tive as the expression of the law of the seas in the
second half of the 20th cen tury there was one glaring area of omission a conventional law for the waters of mid
ocean archipelagos and archipelagic states

Dependent Archipelagos in the Law of the Sea
2013-01-28

dependent archipelagos in the law of the sea examines the archipelagic concept in international law of the sea
with respect to dependent archipelagos both coastal and outlying the monograph offers a thorough examination
of the regime of straight baselines and the implications arising from their application to archipelagos it further
analyses the practice of states with regard to the delimitation of the maritime zones of archipelagos and
assesses its value both as an element contributing to the interpretation of the law of the sea convention
especially related to the application of article 7 and as a factor leading to new developments in international law
with an emphasis on customary law

Ocean States
1995
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dependent archipelagos in the law of the sea examines the archipelagic concept in international law of the sea
with respect to dependent archipelagos both coastal and outlying and evaluates the contribution of state
practice to solutions and developments

Ocean States
1995

isolation extinction conservation biodiversity hotspots

Dependent Archipelagos in the Law of the Sea
2013-02-01

islands and their status in international law have become one of the more contentious issues in public
international law however despite this there is no contemporary book length study on the question this book fills
that gap written by one of the world s leading public international lawyers it offers an authoritative overview of
how public international law operates in relation to islands key issues such as artificial islands archipelagos
sovereignty territorial rights maritime entitlements and governance are explored in depth this will become a
classic text in the field of international law

Island Biogeography
2007
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the need for freedoms of navigation in regional waters is frequently mentioned in statements from regional
forums but a common understanding of what constitutes a particular freedom of navigation or the relevant law
is lacking this book discusses how law politics and strategy intersect to provide different perspectives of
freedoms on navigation in the asia pacific region these freedoms are very important in this distinctively
maritime region but problems arise over interpreting the navigational regimes under the law of the sea
especially with regard to the rights of foreign warships to transit another country s territorial sea without prior
notification or authorisation of the coastal state and with determining the availability of high seas freedoms of
navigation and overflight in an exclusive economic zone the book explores these issues referring in particular to
the position of the main protagonists on these issues in asian waters the united states and china with their
strongly opposing views the book concludes with a discussion of the prospects for either resolving these
different perspectives or for developing confidence building measures that would reduce the risks of maritime
incidents providing a comprehensive yet concise overview of the various different factors affecting freedom of
navigation this book will be a valuable resource for those working or studying in the fields of international
relations maritime security and the law of the sea

Origin and Development of the Law of the Sea
2022-07-18

human activities have taken place in the world s oceans and seas for most of human history with such a vast
number of ways in which the oceans can be used for trade exploited for natural resources and fishing as well as
concerns over maritime security the legal systems regulating the rights and responsibilities of nations in their
use of the world s oceans have long been a crucial part of international law the united nations convention on the
law of the sea comprehensively defined the parameters of the law of the sea in 1982 and since the convention
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was concluded it has seen considerable development this oxford handbook provides a comprehensive and
original analysis of its current debates and controversies both theoretical and practical written by over forty
expert and interdisciplinary contributors the handbook sets out how the law of the sea has developed and the
challenges it is currently facing the handbook consists of forty chapters divided into six parts first it explains the
origins and evolution of the law of the sea with a particular focus upon the role of key publicists such as hugo
grotius and john selden the gradual development of state practice and the creation of the 1982 un convention it
then reviews the components which comprise the maritime domain assessing their definition assertion and
recognition it also analyses the ways in which coastal states or the international community can assert control
over areas of the sea and the management and regulation of each of the maritime zones this includes
investigating the development of the mechanisms for maritime boundary delimitation and the decisions of the
international tribunal for the law of the sea the handbook also discusses the actors and intuitions that impact on
the law of the sea considering their particular rights and interests in particular those of state actors and the
principle law of the sea institutions then it focuses on operational issues investigating longstanding matters of
resource management and the integrated oceans framework this includes a discussion and assessment of the
broad and increasingly influential integrated oceans management governance framework that interacts with the
traditional law of the sea it considers six distinctive regions that have been pivotal to the development of the
law of the sea before finally providing a detailed analysis of the critical contemporary issues facing the law of
the sea these include threatened species climate change bioprospecting and piracy the handbook will be an
invaluable and thought provoking resource for scholars students and practitioners of the law of the sea

Islands and International Law
2022-07-14
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baselines under the international law of the sea brings together two reports produced by the international law
association ila committee on baselines under the international law of the sea between 2008 2018 the sophia
report 2012 and the sydney report 2018

Status Report on Law of the Sea Conference
1973

praise for the previous edition a complete overview of the subject which does not intimidate the reader but
rather spurns interest and understanding in the subject european energy and environmental law review the
book is scholarly yet accessible and very readable thoroughly recommended law institute journal description the
law of the sea provides for the regulation management and governance of the ocean spaces that cover over two
thirds of the earth s surface this book provides a comprehensive assessment of the foundational principles of
the law of the sea a critical overview of the 1982 united nations convention on the law of the sea and an
analysis of subsequent developments including many bilateral regional and global agreements that supplement
the convention the third edition of this acclaimed text has been thoroughly revised and updated and now
incorporates a dedicated chapter on natural and artificial islands all of the main areas of the law of the sea are
addressed including the foundations and sources of the law the nature and extent of the maritime zones the
delimitation of overlapping maritime boundaries the place of archipelagic and other special states in the law of
the sea navigational rights and freedoms military activities at sea marine scientific research and marine
resource and conservation issues such as fisheries marine environmental protection and dispute settlement the
book also takes stock of contemporary oceans governance issues not adequately addressed by the convention
overarching challenges facing the law of the sea are considered including how new maritime security initiatives
can be reconciled with traditional navigational rights and freedoms the need for stronger legal and policy
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responses to protect the global ocean environment from climate change and ocean acidification and work on a
new agreement for the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity in areas beyond national
jurisdiction

The Regime of Islands in International Law
1990-05-18

this series brings together the most significant published journal articles in international law as determined by
the editors of each volume in the series the proliferation of law specialist journals the increase in international
materials and the use of the internet has meant that it is increasingly difficult for students and legal scholars to
have access to all the relevant articles many valuable older articles are unable to be obtained readily in addition
each volume contains an informative introduction which provides an overview of the subject matter and
justification of why the articles were collected this series contains collections of articles in a manner that is of
use for both teaching and research

Midocean Archipelagos and International Law
1981

this title is designed for law of the sea and maritime law specialists the coverage includes current affairs in
martime law such as submarine cables polar areas environmental protection sovereign immunity and sunken
ships and maritime law enforcement
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Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs
1987

this book analyses he implementation of the united nations convention on the law of the sea unclos in the light
of state practices of china and japan the special character of the book can be found in its structure of
comparative analysis of the practices of china and japan in each part the focus is on historical aspects part i
implementation of the unclos part ii navigation part iii mid ocean archipelagos part iv the marine environment
part v and dispute settlement part vi by taking this approach the book elucidates a variety of aspects of history
difficulties problems and controversies arising from the implementation of the unclos by the two nations
furthermore contributors from china and japan tend to show different perspectives on the unclos which by
clarifying the need for further debate are expected to contribute to the continuing cooperation between the
academics of the two states

International Law and the Developing Countries
2019-09-16

at the dawn of the third millennium the discovery of a wondrous and dangerous new world a remote sensing
satellite in deep space detects strange signals from distant islands in the pacific ocean jack wilder a geologist
working for the giant geotech conglomerate is forced into an expedition to the magellan archipelago expecting
the trip to be a waste of time he is swept into the greatest adventure of all the discovery of his own true soul in
an impossible world from our past which has evolved intriguingly different from our own jack will find it holds
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secrets that can transform our world if only he can survive includes a special appendix outlining the beliefs
called the new vision of this strange new world that provides insights into the nature of our own existence by
presenting an alternate view of the world

Freedoms of Navigation in the Asia-Pacific Region
2015-03-26

an important contribution to the dearth of literature of asean and the law of the sea this book is the result of
extensive research by dr tangsubkul an international law specialist the contents are divided into two broad
areas the first section on the evolution of the geo juridical nature of ocean space appropriation by coastal states
and asean states covers claims of asean states relating to the law of the sea a historical survey individual
approaches and claims of asean countries on the emerging trends in the law of the sea the special problems of
passage through archipelagic waters and straits used for international navigation the second section on
problems relating to jurisdiction and rights over living and non living resources of asean countries covers fishery
development in individual asean countries problems of asean vis à vis fishing resources status of development
of petroleum and gas in individual asean states law and practice relating to the jurisdiction and rights over non
living resources in ocean areas adjacent to asean states problems and potential conflict involving off shore
exploration and exploitation of oil and gas p 4 of cover

The Oxford Handbook of the Law of the Sea
2019-03-27
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the last quarter century has witnessed vast changes in the governance of ocean space and resources the
keystone instrument in the new legal order is the 1982 un law of the sea convention an agreement
comprehensive in its scope that has provided the framework for further innovations in marine policy and ocean
law accelerated change in the 1990s included the revision and the going into force of the 1982 convention and
the conclusion of new international agreements on biodiversity on the management of fishery stocks in
international waters and on marine navigation and safety there has also been renewed impetus for
regionalization of marine management and conservation efforts these and other leading issues facing the global
community today are the subjects of essays in this volume the authors acknowledged authorities in the field
offer fresh and searching reappraisals of how the common heritage concepts in ocean law have been challenged
by the contemporary crises in marine uses and ocean environment and resources how national governments
and international organizations have responded to urgent questions of ocean management is a major focus of
these studies and the book also provides important historical perspective on the doctrinal legacy of earlier
ocean law emerging legal norms and the principles of law new procedural mandates the problems of
implementation and recent institutional developments in the international arena all receive attention in this
timely and provocative work

Baselines under the International Law of the Sea
2023-08-10

encyclopedia of the world s biomes is a unique five volume reference that provides a global synthesis of biomes
including the latest science all of the book s chapters follow a common thematic order that spans biodiversity
importance principal anthropogenic stressors and trends changing climatic conditions and conservation
strategies for maintaining biomes in an increasingly human dominated world this work is a one stop shop that
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gives users access to up to date informative articles that go deeper in content than any currently available
publication offers students and researchers a one stop shop for information currently only available in scattered
or non technical sources authored and edited by top scientists in the field concisely written to guide the reader
though the topic includes meaningful illustrations and suggests further reading for those needing more specific
information

The International Law of the Sea
2017-07-05

law of the sea from grotius to the international tribunal for the law of the sea liber amicorum judge hugo
caminos honors the accomplished career path of a distinguished scholar professor diplomat and judge in the
global field of the law of the sea judge hugo caminos was not only defined by his professional accomplishments
including his appointment as deputy director of the office of the special representative of the secretary general
of the united nations for the third united nations conference on the law of the sea and his work as a judge on
the international tribunal for the law of the sea he is also remembered with gratitude and admiration as a
person of unfaltering moral character and intellectual integrity the essays collected in this volume are dedicated
to his multifacetic life consistent with the honoree s background the accomplished contributors to this book
address relevant issues of the law of the sea dealt with in twelve parts covering from historical perspectives to
the unclos the law of the sea in polar regions the area the particular issues of islands and archipelagic states the
freedom of navigation and its attached responsibilities piracy and the latest awards on maritime delimitation as
well as recent practice of the international tribunal on the law of the sea itlos dispute settlement procedures and
some unsettled maritime disputes from the respective author s point of view all those interested in the law of
the sea will find a seminal new work in law of the sea from grotius to the international tribunal for the law of the
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sea liber amicrocum judge hugo caminos

Law of the Sea
2012-06-22

provides clear systematic and comprehensive coverage of fundamental and contemporary issues of the law of
the sea

Excessive Maritime Claims
1979-06-22

this three volume manual on international maritime law presents a systematic analysis of the history and
contemporary development of international maritime law by leading contributors from across the world
prepared in cooperation with the international maritime law institute the international maritime organization s
research and training institute this a uniquely comprehensive study of this fundamental area of international law
volume i the law of the sea addresses the major issues which arise in the law of the sea it provides a detailed
understanding of the historical development of the law of the sea the role of the international maritime
organization the law surrounding maritime zones the legal regime of islands the international sea bed area the
legal regime governing marine scientific research the rights and obligations of land locked and geographically
disadvantaged states the legal regime of arctic and antarctic and the settlements of disputes this volume also
considers the ways in which human rights and the law of the sea interact the forthcoming volume ii will address
shipping law volume iii will provide analysis of marine environmental law and maritime security law the full
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three volume manual will set out the entirety of international maritime law re stating and re examining its
fundamental principles how it is enacted and the issues that are shaping its future it will be a superlative
resource for those working with or studying this area of law

The Maritime Zones of Islands in International Law
2021-04-02

when a flood destroys gavin weald s home tearing apart his family and his way of life he doesn t know how to
continue a year later he returns to his rebuilt home and tries to start again but when the new rainy season
arrives so do his daughter s nightmares about the torrents and life there becomes unbearable so father and
daughter and their dog embark upon a voyage to make peace with the waters their journey will take them far
from their caribbean island home into other unknown harbours and eventually across a massive ocean they will
sail through archipelagos encounter the grandeur of the sea meet with the challenges and surprises of the
natural world a miraculous future lies ahead of them unknown territories await to be discovered but it will take
more than an ocean to put the memory of the flood behind them

Implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea
2007-06

the academy is an institution for the study and teaching of public and private international law and related
subjects its purpose is to encourage a thorough and impartial examination of the problems arising from
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international relations in the field of law the courses deal with the theoretical and practical aspects of the
subject including legislation and case law all courses at the academy are in principle published in the language
in which they were delivered in the collected courses of the hague academy of international law this volume
contains international law and international relations by a m slaughter director graduate and international legal
studies harvard law school l etat insulaire by l lucchini professeur a l institut oceanographique de paris to access
the abstract texts for this volume please click here

Archipelagos
1982

peaceful maritime engagement in east asia and the pacific region includes contributions from the most
influential figures in the law of the sea to provide context and direction for developing maritime governance in
east asia and the pacific ocean peaceful management of disputes includes cooperation over deep seabed
mining negotiations for a legally binding instrument on biodiversity beyond national jurisdiction contending
approaches to baselines and east asia maritime boundary disputes freedom of navigation and maritime law
enforcement chapters also explore new interpretations for preservation of the marine environment and the
special problems posed by marine plastics and nexus between the ocean and climate change

ASEAN and the Law of the Sea
2021-07-26

the definitive textbook on international law updated to reflect all case law and treaty developments
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Law of the Sea
2020-06-26

universally recognised as by far the most authoritative work ever published on the subject the birds of africa is a
superb multi contributor reference work with encyclopaedic species texts stunning paintings of all species and
numerous subspecies informative line drawings detailed range maps and extensive bibliographies each volume
contains an introduction that brings the reader up to date with the latest developments in african ornithology
including the evolution and biogeography of african birds diagnoses of the families and genera often with
superspecies maps are followed by the comprehensive species accounts themselves these include descriptions
of range and status field characters voice general habits food and breeding habits full bibliographies acoustic
references and indexes complete this scholarly work of reference this eighth and final volume covers the
malagasy region which comprises madagascar and the various islands and archipelagos of the indian ocean
including the seychelles the comoros mauritius and réunion every resident and migrant species is covered in full
detail comparable to other volumes in the series and with a colour map for each species vagrants are treated in
less detail all species are illustrated on a beautiful series of 64 colour plates with original artwork from john gale
and brian small this is a major work of reference on the birds of the region and will remain the standard text for
many years to come

Encyclopedia of the World’s Biomes
2015-01-27

沿海諸地域には海の恵みを享受し猛威から身を守るための豊かな伝承文化が育まれてきた 本書は 柳田国男主導の 海村調査 離島調査 から半世紀以上を経たさまざまな伝承文化の変化を探る比較共同研究であ
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り 離島や海村が辿る命運にも迫る異色の現代社会論でもある

Law of the Sea, From Grotius to the International Tribunal for the
Law of the Sea
2023-02-28

introductory survey covering 1982 u n convention on the law of the sea and the customary and conventional
law which supplements it

The International Law of the Sea
2014-10-30

the marine environment is almost ideal for the preservation of artefacts and until relatively recently it also
provided complete protection from destruction by man however the aqualung has made most shallow
underwater sites accessible leading to widespread plundering current deep sea bed technology now threatens
deep water sites there is a need for immediate international action to preserve the man made environment
alongside the natural one the enunciation of legal rules to protect the underwater cultural heritage is a complex
issue involving a matrix of interests and laws both international and national
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The IMLI Manual on International Maritime Law
2022

an account of the legal regime of straits and the allocation of rights and duties relating to transit passage

Archipelago
1980

comprising 11 countries and hundreds of languages from one of the most culturally diverse regions in the world
the chapters in this collection explore a wide range of translation issues the subject of this volume is set in the
contrasted landscapes of mainland peninsulas and maritime archipelagos in southeast asia which whilst
remaining a largely minor area in asian studies harbors a wealth of textual heritage that opens to inquiries and
new readings from the post angkor cambodia the post colonial viantiane to the ultra modern singapore
metropolis translation figures problematically in the modernization of indigenous literatures criss crossing
chronologically and spatially through different literary landscapes the peninsular geo body gives rise to the
politics of singularity as seen in the case of the predominant monolingual culture in thailand whereas the
archipelagic geography such as the thousand islands of indonesia allows for peculiar types of communication
translation can also be metaphorized poetically to configure the transference in different scenarios such as the
cases of self translation in philippine protest poetry and untranslatability in vietnamese diasporic writings the
collection also includes intra regional comparative views on historical and religious terms this book will appeal
to scholars and postgraduate students of translation studies sociolinguistics and southeast asian studies
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Solar Law Reporter
2001-08-01

Recueil Des Cours/Collected Courses, Volume 285 (2000)
2022-12-28

Peaceful Maritime Engagement in East Asia and the Pacific Region
2014-09-18

International Law
2020-09-17

The Birds of Africa: Volume VIII
2002-03
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海と島のくらし
1983

The Law of the Sea
2021-09-27

The Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage: An Emerging
Objective of the Contemporary Law of the Sea
2014-12-22

The Legal Regime of Straits
2023-07-18
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Of Peninsulas and Archipelagos
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